Extend Microsoft Office
365 to call the
outside world

CommsChoice Teams SIPConnect

Simple, scalable landline and mobile calling
for Microsoft Office 365
Today’s workforce is increasingly mobile and requires
innovative solutions to enable team collaboration and work
effectively. CommsChoice Teams SIPConnect provides
direct dialing capability from Microsoft Teams; integrating
cost effective, quality PSTN calls with Microsoft’s superior
collaboration tools. Now your team can communicate
using a single system - rather than using different
collaboration tools for different calls.
Teams SIPConnect extends collaboration beyond the
confines of your local network and in to the world beyond.

Enable immersive contact through chat, video and voice
calls and conferencing to people inside and outside
your organisation. Teams SIPConnect connects calls to
landlines, mobiles or international destinations from a
single, dedicated geographic number through Teams to
anywhere in the world.
You can now truly deliver and manage your business
communications from a single, integrated platform
regardless of where you are.

Your hub for workplace collaboration tools
Transform the way you connect by combining
CommsChoice Teams SIPConnect global voice and
the best of Microsoft’s cloud collaboration tools.
Communicate through chat, meetings, video and voice
calls to anyone inside and outside your organisation.

Host audio and web conferences. Make calls to
landlines, mobiles or international destinations from a
single, dedicated geographic number from 6000 cities
globally. Collaborate with ease, managing your business
communications from a single, integrated platform
regardless of your disparate locations.
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Enabling the modern workplace
By 2025, Millennials will make up 75% of the global workforce.
They’re transforming the workplace into a digital one and
studies suggest that they’ll work where they want, when
they want. Your workplace technology must constantly
evolve to keep you in front, making work a thing you do, not
a place you go.
Office 365 on its own is a powerful enabler, but extending
it using CommsChoice Teams SIPConnect brings your
world together.

Creating a future-proof technology strategy that addresses
architecture, technology mix, security, supplier capability,
delivery, adoption and budget can be overwhelming.
There is an easier way.
We’re here to simply your journey to the cloud.

Ditch the box

Features

Forget about further investment in on-premise PABX or
local SBC gateways to breathe life in to legacy systems.
CommsChoice Teams SIPConnect for Microsoft Teams is
a pure cloud solution; there’s no need for costly remote
hardware installations or firmware upgrades at every site
so your infrastructure investment is protected.
Teams SIPConnect removes the complexity of managing
a dedicated PABX and PSTN network. CommsChoice
provides the link to Microsoft, so all you need is adequate
internet bandwidth and appropriate Office 365 licensing.
Users are allocated a dedicated phone number that is
linked to their Office 365 account and then your Teams
account becomes your telephone. If that’s not practical
you can use a wide-variety of Teams-certified handsets.
And if you’re married to your phone numbers, you can
bring them along too. Number portability allows you to
move existing numbers to your new system, or you can
choose to allocate new ones.

›

 imple pricing with PAYG or unlimited SIP rates,
S
plus a per user fee

›

 ffice365 licensing remains with your Microsoft
O
partner, unlike some providers

›

 xperienced professional services team with
E
Teams PowerShell expertise

›

 apid, centralised mass deployment across
R
multiple sites

›

Cost effective, highly available voice connectivity

›

 lexible agreements - scale up (or down) as
F
required

›

 ach user has a dedicated phone number (DID)
E
linked to Office 365

›

Number portability

›

DID number availability in 6,000 cities globally

›

24/7 support by engineers

›

Proactive network monitoring

We’ll hold your hand

PSTN ENVIRONMENT

At every stage of your journey to the cloud
from consulting, design, deployment,
management, support and beyond
we’ll be there.
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Integrate with CommsChoice Global PBX
Extend your collaboration capabilities to include more
sophisticated functionality such as advanced routing,
reporting and analytics, auto attendant and call centre
ACD - all in the cloud using CommsChoice Global PBX.

Leverage the benefits of true mobility, collaboration
and simplicity on one single, integrated platform across
all your office locations. Experience the power of a
unified workspace.

Building your solution is as simple as 1, 2, 3 (and 4!)

01

02

03

04

Select or upgrade your
Office 365 licence –
available through your
chosen Microsoft partner.

Choose your CommsChoice
Teams SIPConnect plan.

Identify your desired
CommsChoice deskphone
(or maintain existing
hardware).

CommsChoice onboarding
managers deliver our
agreed solution, deploying
quickly and effectively.

Ready to simplify your journey to the cloud?
www.commschoice.com
1300 42 66 67

simplify@commschoice.com

